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A comprehensive menu of Totally Nuts Company from Manitou Springs covering all 19 courses and drinks can
be found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Morgan M likes about Totally Nuts Company:
I am not usually one to give reviews but this place was exceptional! I went to the location in Avalon, CA and

ordered the Raspberry Orangeade... it was the best lemonade my mom and I ever had. We went back for more
every day during our vacation on the island. The drinks are refreshing and the couple that runs it are awesome
people! I highly recommend it! read more. The rooms on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used
with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat and

drink. What Dulce Maria da Silva Baptista doesn't like about Totally Nuts Company:
I came on 10/8/2022 at 12:30pm and asked if I could get a crape without Nutella Due to being allergic to it and

was turned down. The lady stated, “You can’t having anything then the crapes have Nutella already in them”. I’ve
come multiple times before and never had a problem the food and drinks are amazing but the service was super

bad! read more. If you crave for desserts, Totally Nuts Company with its magical desserts can easily make an
end of it, There's something for every palate and it's impossible to go wrong with the bite-sized Tapas. For

dessert, the restaurant offers a selection of delicious crepes, The visitors of the restaurant also consider the
extensive selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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Soup�
TOMATO SOUP

Desser�
CREPES

So� drink�
LEMONADE

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Meal�
TURKEY CLUB

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Drink�
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE

DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

BACON

MEAT

PORK MEAT

CHEESE

RASPBERRY
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